The Cultural and Global Studies Major is designed with three important purposes in mind. It will equip students with broad understanding of the contemporary global context and its implications for human experience and action. It will help students to gain deeper knowledge and understanding of at least one culture other than their own. It will also equip students with critical tools in analysis, criticism, and communication that they can use to assess and navigate cultural differences.

1. **Required Courses I (3 hours):**
   Select one of the following:
   - ANT 170 Cultural Anthropology 3(3-0)
   - GEO 121 Cultures of the World 3(3-0)

2. **Required Courses II (3 hours):**
   CGL 496 Seminar in Cultural and Global Studies 3(3-0)

3. **Required Courses III (12 hours):**
   Select 12 hours from one of the following Undergraduate Certificate Programs. Students completing the certificate will follow the curriculum for that certificate found under the degree search tab and scrolling down to Undergraduate Certificates, or in the index of the paper bulletin. Students not completing the entire certificate must complete the required courses for that certificate in 12 hours. They will choose additional electives in consultation with a CGL advisor.
   - African and African Diaspora Studies
   - American Indian Studies
   - Cultural Competency
   - East Asian Studies
   - European Studies
   - Human Geography
   - Latin American and Latino Studies
   - Middle East and Islamic Studies
   *See other side for contact information

   No course counted for Required Courses III may be used to fulfill requirements listed under Required Courses IV.

3. **Required Courses IV (10-12 hours):**
   Select one of the following options:
   - **Option A:** (10-12 hours)
     Select in consultation with a Cultural And Global Studies program advisor.
   - **Option B:** (12 hours)
     Select from the following
     - ANT/SOC 205 Social Justice in a Global Society 3(3-0)
     - ENG 333 Literatures of Non-Western Cultures 3(3-0)
     - HST 201 World History to 1500 3(3-0)
     - HST 202 World History since 1400 3(3-0)
     - PSC 150 Introduction to International Relations 3(3-0)
     - PSC 242 Introduction to Comparative Politics 3(3-0)
     - REL 101 World Religions: An Introduction to the Study of Religion 3(3-0)

   Students may substitute appropriate courses, including a single 3-4-hour language course, with a global focus outside the area of certification in consultation with a CGL advisor.

4. **Required Courses V: Global Citizenship (3 hours):**
   The Global Citizenship requirement may be fulfilled in one of two ways: a) completion of a study abroad experience of at least 3 credit hours; b) completion of an internship or service learning course that furthers the learning goals of this major, chosen in consultation with and approved by a CGL advisor.

**Total Semester Hours**: 31-33 hours
Cultural and Global Studies (CGL) Advisors
Laura Cochrane; CGL Director and Anthropology; AN 127; (989)774-7335; cochr1ll@cmich.edu
Julie Fortino-Shurtleff; CHSBS Academic Advisor; AN 115; (989) 774-2361; forti1ja@cmich.edu

African and African Diaspora Studies
Laura Cochrane; Anthropology; AN 127; (989)774-7335; cochr1ll@cmich.edu
Maureen Eke; English; AN 240A; (989)774-1087; eke1mn@cmich.edu
Solomon Getahun; History; PO 231; (989)774-3592; getah1sa@cmich.edu
Sterling Johnson; Political Science; AN 233; (989)774-3100; johns1s@cmich.edu
Mark Poindexter; Broadcast; MO 363; (989)774-1208; poind1m@cmich.edu
Nicole Sparling; English; AN 215; (989)774-3172; sparl1nl@cmich.edu
Leila Ennaili; Foreign Languages; PE 316; (989)774-5399; ennai1l@cmich.edu

American Indian Studies
Tracy Brown; Anthropology; AN 129; (989)774-4485; brown3t@cmich.edu
Ari Berk; English; AN 301 G; (989)774-2664; berk1ad@cmich.edu

Cultural Competency
Andrew Blom; Philosophy & Religion; AN 301D; (989) 774-1881; blom1a@cmich.edu
Ulana Klymysheyn; CHSBS; AN 138; (989)774-5616; klymy1au@cmich.edu
Mary Senter; Sociology; AN 312B; (989)774-2336; sente1ms@cmich.edu
Cedric Taylor; Sociology; AN 129; (989) 774-4462; taylo3ca@cmich.edu

East Asian Studies
Jennifer Demas; History; PO 242A; (989)774-3479; liu3j@cmich.edu
Guy Newland; Philosophy & Religion; AN 301M; newla1gm@cmich.edu
Won Paik; Political Science; AN 313D; (989)774-2348; paik1wk@cmich.edu

European Studies
Brigitte Bechtold; Sociology; AN 136A; (989)774-1291; becht1bh@cmich.edu
Christi Brookes; Foreign Languages; PE 305; (989)774-3786; brook1nc@cmich.edu
David Jesuit; Political Sciences; AN 238; (989)774-2795; jesui1dk@cmich.edu
Amy Ransom; Foreign Languages; PE 318; (989)774-3732; ranso1aj@cmich.edu
Daniela Richter; Foreign Languages; PE 317; (989)774-2932; richt2dm@cmich.edu
Rachael Barron-Duncan; Art & Design; WI 167; (989)774-3235; barro1r@cmich.edu

Human Geography
Matthew Liesch; Geography; (989)774-1205; matt.liesch@cmich.edu

Latin American and Latino Studies
Sergio Chavez; Anthropology; AN 118; (989)774-3656; chave1sj@cmich.edu
Mary-Garland Jackson; Foreign Languages; PE 313; (989)774-3447; jacks1m@cmich.edu
Alejandra Rengifo; Foreign languages; PE310; (989) 774-6513; rengi1a@cmich.edu
Jon Truitt; History; PO 157; (989)774-2668; truitt1jg@cmich.edu
Nicole Sparling; English; AN 215; (989)774-3172; sparl1nl@cmich.edu

Middle East and Islamic Studies
H. Talat Halman; Philosophy & Religion; AN 301S; (989)774-2190; halma1ht@cmich.edu
John Robertson; History; PO 205; (989)774-1145; rober1j@cmich.edu